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ABSTRACT
Emotion perception is subjective and vary with respect to
each individual due to the natural bias of human, such as gender, culture, and age. Conventionally, emotion recognition
relies on the consensus, e.g., majority of annotations (hard
label) or the distribution of annotations (soft label), and do
not include rater-specific model. In this paper, we propose a
joint learning methodology that simultaneously considers the
label uncertainty and annotator idiosyncrasy using hard and
soft emotion label annotation accompanying with individual
and crowd annotator modeling. Our proposed model achieves
unweighted average recall (UAR) 61.48% on the benchmark
emotion corpus. Further analyses reveal that emotion perception is indeed rater-dependent, using the hard label and soft
emotion distribution provides complementary affect modeling information, and finally joint learning of subjective
emotion perception and individual rater model provides the
best discriminative power.
Index Terms— speech emotion recognition, BLSTM, annotator modeling, soft label learning
1. INTRODUCTION
Human behaviors are affected by many factors, e.g., society
types [1] and emotional states [2]. Emotional states are one
of the most influential factors on human behaviors and affect
our decision-making [3] and even social circle [4]. Recently,
the rapid evolution in artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms
have enabled automated technologies reaching human-level
performances; examples can be found in face verification [5]
and fetal cardiac analysis [6]. Algorithmic development has
also been observed in the field of affective computing, i.e.,
designing robust automated emotion recognition system. The
use of emotion sensing technologies has been key to advance
multiple modern human-centered applications in our life, e.g.,
healthcare [7], and commercial applications [8].
Conventional emotion recognition systems rely using the
majority vote from multiple annotators as the ground truth to
train the emotion recognizer. This ground truth is also called
the hard emotion label. However, many factors would affect
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emotion perception, such as culture, gender, and age. Emotion annotation can naturally have disagreement and be ambiguous [9]. Hence, the hard label used in learning the classifier loses not only the variability of annotations but also the
subjectivity in the emotion perceptual process. Recently, researchers have proposed to use soft label (distributional representation instead of single hard assignment) to characterize
the blended emotion perception [10]. Further, Kobashikawa
et al. devised a DNN-based model using soft emotion label as
ground truth, which obtains a significantly improved performances on the benchmark IEMOCAP database [11].
While soft labeling approach provides better flexibility
in characterizing the variability of emotion perception, using soft label as ground truth still ignores the idiosyncrasies
of individual annotator due to its generation of label distribution by pooling over all annotators. However, individual
difference in emotion perception has been linked to neuroperceptual mechanism, e.g., the magnitude of amygdala activity [12]. It adds to the subjectivity in the rating, in fact,
annotator modeling has recently also received attention, e.g.,
Kim et al. used agreement and disagreement annotations of
each speaker in order to weight the training instances to learn
speaker-dependent model [13]. Han et al. proposed a model to
estimate perception uncertainty using the inter-rater disagreement level to improve the performance of continuous dimensional emotion tracking [14]. Guan et al. proposed crowd layers in their network architecture to model experts individually,
where each individual model weight is averaged to perform
ensemble recognition [15].
Motivated by these research, we propose a network architecture to perform speech emotion classification by simultaneously leveraging the label uncertainty and annotator idiosyncrasy through joint learning from hard assignment and
soft emotion label distribution accompanying with individual
and crowd annotator modeling - making every rating counts.
Our proposed model obtains an improved four emotion label
classification accuracy to 61.48% due to its enhanced modeling capacity by including multi-views modeling of annotators
and variability of annotations. The rest of paper is organized
as follows: section 2 describes our database and methodology, section 3 includes experimental setup and results, and
we finally conclude with future work.
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Table 1. The number of hard label (single annotation) and soft label (two or more annotations) utterance for each model and
the annotation distribution (ratio)
The number of soft and hard label utterance for each model
Annotation distribution (ratio)
Model
CrowdH
CrowdS
E1
E2
E4
E5
E6

Total
5531
7774
5954
7845
6429
422
773

Soft label
0
3185
44
38
212
3
20

Hard label
5531
4589
5910
7807
6217
419
753

Neutral
30.88%
29.33%
8.49%
22.45%
52.88%
69.88%
26.73%

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Anger
19.94%
17.77%
21.21%
26.58%
12.41%
15.29%
15.76%

Happiness
29.58%
35.79%
49.67%
31.35%
23.76%
8.94%
43.38%

Sadness
19.60%
17.10%
20.64%
19.62%
10.95%
5.88%
14.22%

Table 2. Exemplary complete annotations of an utterance

Figure 1. depicts our overall framework used in this work.
The core idea is to joint training with multiple models, where
each one learns from a different emotion view point. In total, there are three basic core components: 1) learning from
majority vote hard labels, 2) learning from soft label derived
by pooling all annotators, 3) learning from individual annotator separately. These models are then finally concatenated to
learn the final emotion recognition. The building block used
within each model is based on the structure proposed in [16],
which consists of initial dense layer, then a bidirectional long
short term memory network with attention mechanism, and a
final dense layer (BLSTM-DNN).

Utterance name
Annotator
E1
E2
E4
M3

Ses03M impro06 M027
Annotation1
Sadness
Sadness
Sadness
Sadness

Annotation2

Anger
Anger

for the individual annotator component, we only build models for these five annotators.
2.2. Emotion Classification Framework

2.1. IEMOCAP Database
In this work, we use the IEMOCAP database [17]. It contains 12 hours of audio-video recordings of dyadic interactions with 10 different speakers split in pair over 5 sessions in
English. There are 10039 utterances in the database that has
been given emotion labels by 3 or 4 annotators. 12 unique
raters annotate the database by choosing labels out of the 9
possible emotional labels per utterance (not restricted to single choice) - an example of annotation is given in Table 2.
Emotional labels are happiness, anger, sadness, neutral, fear,
surprise, frustration, excitement, and others.
To compare with other state of the arts, we choose the
same evaluation data, which means each data is labeled with
a single emotion state using the majority votes of 3 or 4 annotators. In this work, we concentrate on performing emotion
recognition on four emotion classes (happiness, anger, sadness, and neutral). We merge the happiness and excitement
categories as happiness. This includes a total of 5531 number
of data samples to use in our recognition evaluation, and this
particular setup is similar to past works in utilizing IEMOCAP as a benchmark dataset. The emotion classes distributions of utterances are: happiness: 29.58%, anger: 19.94%,
sadness: 19.60%, and neutral: 30.88%. Out of the 12 annotators, only 5 annotators (indexed as E1 , E2 , E4 , E5 , and
E6 ) annotate enough utterances over all 5 sessions. Hence,

2.2.1. Acoustic Features
We extract frame-level utterance acoustic features using the
openSMILE toolbox [18]. Emobase.config is used to extract
45 dimensional acoustic features including 12 dimensional
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), loudness,
fundamental frequency (F0), voice probability, zero cross
rate, the first derivatives of them, and the second derivatives
of MFCCs and loudness. All features are extracted at 60ms
fame length size and 10ms frame step size. They are further
normalized to each speaker using z-score normalization, and
then downsample by taking the average values of every 5
frames.
2.2.2. Learning Targets
All of our models are built based on the BLSTM-DNN structure as proposed in the previous work [16]. In this work,
our aim is to account for both the variability in emotion perception and the subjective nature of individual annotator. To
handle the variability in the emotion perception, we train
BLSTM-DNN with two different learning targets: hard labels
and soft labels.
Hard label, i.e., giving a single ground truth, as the learning target is the most natural and conventional way of train-
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Fig. 1. (a) Learning target (b) Final recognition Layer (c) Individual rater model (d) Component framework
ing an emotion recognizer. To account for the fact that an
utterance could be a blended emotion, Fayek et al. is the first
to propose the use of soft labels to model the subjectivity of
emotional annotations by integrating inter-annotator variability [10]. In addition, Kobashikawa et al. further presents an
improved soft-target approach [11] defined as follows:
P (n)
α + n hk
q(ck ) =
P P (n)
αK + k0 n hk0

(1)
(n)

where q(ck ) is the reference class distribution, hk is the
binary label-existence which is 1 if the n-th annotator gives
class label ck , and α is the smoothing coefficient. The modified soft label is equal to [10] if α=0.
In this paper, we set α=0.75 in this modified soft label
form to be the same as used in [11].
2.2.3. Annotator Modeling
Everyone has different emotion perception toward the same
utterance due to the nature of subjectivity and also individual
idiosyncrasy. We further incorporate annotator modeling into
our recognition architecture. We define two types of annotators: Crowd (note crowd means the annotators in the used
database) and E. Crowd pools all of the annotator’s annotation for each utterance, and E only learns from each individual rater. For Crowd, we will obtain two different models
depending on whether the learning target is set to be hard label or soft label (Section 2.2.2). Moreover, we use soft label
for all of our E, i.e., training a model for each individual annotator on the data they have annotated (note the data amount
will be different for each annotator). Table 1 summarizes the
total number of data points available for each model training and also shows the relative distribution of each emotion
classes within that particular data cohort.

before softmax of every BLSTM-DNN model and add an additional softmax layer to perform the final four class emotion
prediction. The complete structure is illustrated in Figure 1.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
3.1. Experimental Setup
Our basic building block is BLSTM-DNN with attention.
This model contains two dense layers (fully-connected layer)
with Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function, one
BLSTMs with attention layer and finally one dense layer with
softmax function. The number of hidden units is 256 in the
first dense layer, 128 in BLSTMs with attention layer, 256
in the last dense layer, and 4 in the last layer with softmax
function. We include a dropout layer for all layers with 50%
drop out rate.
We conduct our experiments using leave-one-session-out
cross validation using the metric of unweighted average recall
(UAR). The other hyperparameter, i.e., batch size, learning
rate, and epochs, for each model is grid searched within the
range of [8, 16, 32, 64, 128], [1e-6, 1e-5, 1e-4, 1e-3, 1e-2],
[10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 200], respectively. These parameters are chosen with early stopping criteria in all conditions to
minimize cross entropy on the validation set. The optimizer
used in this work is ADAMMAX [19].
3.1.1. Models Comparison
We further compare different performances obtained for each
of components of our complete architecture:

2.2.4. Final Recognition Layer
Once we obtain all of the model components, i.e., two Crowd
models and five E models, we save and freeze weights of each
model. Finally, we concatenate the last layer representation
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• CrowdH model baseline:
This model is essentially the same as the one proposed
in that uses BLSTM-DNN learns from hard label [16].
• CrowdS model baseline:
This model uses soft label training, which was proposed by Ando et al. in order to effectively leverage
all annotated utterances [11].
• CrowdH and CrowdS fusion model baseline:
This model leverages all Crowd information by con-

catenating representation of both CrowdH and CrowdS
to be fed into final softmax.

Table 3. Results on the IEMOCAP database
Model
Overall Neutral Anger Happiness Sadness
CrowdH [16]
CrowdS [11]
E1
E2
E4
E5
E6
CrowdHS
P roposed

• E∗ model:
Each of the E∗ model trains from using soft label learning on individual annotator.
• Proposed Model:
This model is our final proposed model that leverages
all Crowd and E information by concatenating representation of both CrowdH and CrowdS to be fed into
final softmax.

57.45% 55.71%
57.12% 49.70%
50.98% 8.04%
59.68% 38.78%
48.59% 81.29%
37.62% 86.89%
45.82% 36.85%
58.58% 59.66%
61.48% 54.55%

63.29%
62.98%
61.31%
64.35%
45.42%
47.62%
40.10%
59.31%
64.51%

45.02%
62.85%
77.24%
64.25%
38.20%
11.21%
60.39%
53.63%
60.32%

65.77%
53.14%
57.34%
62.61%
29.44%
4.75%
45.95%
61.71%
66.56%

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

3.2. Experimental Results and Analyses
Table 3 shows a summary of the complete recognition performance over all comparison models. Our proposed framework
model obtains the best overall emotion classification accuracies (61.48% UAR). This method surpasses previously best
method of CrowdH [16] and CrowdS [11] by 3.18% and
4.36% absolute, respectively. Our results demonstrate the importance in modeling the subjective annotators’ emotional information to further improves emotion classification results
over the state-of-the-art.
One important observation is that when comparing between hard label and soft label learning, CrowdS obtains a
better recognition rate for happiness compared to CrowdH ,
where CrowdH works better for neutral and sadness. The
complementary nature of CrowdH and CrowdS makes the
integration critical in achieving further improved emotion
recognition results. Happiness has been a challenge emotion
class to recognize. Learning from soft label help improve this
particular class may further indicate that happiness is a more
distributed manifestation in the acoustic space as compared
to other emotion state, e.g., anger and sadness.
Furthermore, while the individual model by itself does not
obtain high recognition rates, most likely due to the biased
view of an individual rater and the unevenly-distributed emotion class data for each annotator. For example, Table 3 shows
that E1 model has low recognition on neutral category but has
good accuracy on happiness emotion, but the phenomenon
is reversed for E5 model. When examining Table 1’s (left)
emotion distribution for each model, it seems to be related
to amount on the type of emotional data that each annotator
has annotated. By explicitly including each annotator’s model
directly at the representation-level, our proposed method can
learn to integrate multiple complementary information from
each distinct individual view point of the emotion perception.
Another point to raise is that, due to the use of individual
rater model, we are capable of expanding the set of data used
in training the recognizer as compared to conventional hard
label approach, where the training data only comes from the
set where there is consensus.

The subjectivity and variability exist in the human emotion
perception differs from person to person. In this work, we
propose a framework that models the majority of emotion
annotation integrated with modeling of subjectivity in improving emotion categorization performances. Our method
achieves a promising accuracy of 61.48% on a four-class
emotion recognition task. To the best of our knowledge,
while there are many works in studying annotator subjectivity, this is one of the first works that have explicitly modeled
jointly the consensus with individuality in emotion perception
to demonstrate its improvement in classifying emotion in a
benchmark corpus.
In our immediate future work, we will evaluate the proposed framework on other public large-scaled emotional
database with multiple annotators, e.g., NNIME [20], to
further justify its robustness. We also plan to extend our
framework to includ other behavior attributes, e.g., lexical
content and body movements. Furthermore, the subjective
nature of emotion perception has been shown to be related to
the rater personality [21], a joint modeling of rater’s characteristics with his/her subjectivity in emotion perception may
lead to further advancement in robust emotion recognition.
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